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Regime resistance and accommodation: Toward a neo-Gramscian 

perspective on energy transitions 
 

Abstract 

Transition scholars are increasingly addressing questions of power and politics in their 

explanations of the direction and form of sustainability transitions. Drawing on insights from 

neo-Gramscian scholarship to enhance the conceptualisation of power in sustainability 

transitions, we develop a theoretical account of how combinations of incumbent actor 

resistance and accommodation contribute to regime stability and change. We use this to 

understand how incumbent firms and their industry organisations contribute to the 

(re)production of a socio-technical regime by drawing on material, institutional and discursive 

forms of power to execute strategies of resistance and accommodation. This helps embellish 

understandings not only of the nature of the power of specific incumbent actors tied to a 

particular regime, but also of the operation of incumbency as a deeper system of power. We 

apply a neo-Gramscian lens to the multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions: a lens 

comprised of multiple interrelated concepts, including hegemony, historical bloc, integral state, 

war of position, passive revolution and trasformismo, whose contributions we outline in turn. 

1 Introduction 

Transition scholars are increasingly addressing questions of power and politics in their 

explanations of the direction and form of sustainability transitions [1]. Beyond questions of 

governance and institutional design [2-4] and the role of the state [5], there is a growing interest 

in questions of incumbency, discontinuity and disruption [6-8], including the role of elites [9]. 

To address such questions, some scholars have applied particular neo-Gramscian concepts to 

transitions [10,11]. While these efforts are welcome, we argue that richer accounts may be 

generated by applying multiple neo-Gramscian concepts concurrently. 

The contribution of this paper is to furnish a theoretical account of how combinations of 

incumbent actor resistance and accommodation contribute to regime stability and change by 

highlighting contributions from neo-Gramscian scholarship which help to understand these 

strategies as practices and articulations of power. More specifically, it is to provide a 

framework for understanding how incumbent firms and their industry organisations contribute 

to the (re)production of a socio-technical regime by drawing on material, institutional and 

discursive forms of power to execute strategies of resistance and accommodation. This helps 

to embellish understandings not only of the nature of the power of specific incumbent actors 

tied to a particular regime, but also of the operation of incumbency as a deeper system of power. 

It provides an entry point for understanding the exercise of ‘deep incumbency’ [12]: helping to 
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re-position it less as socio-technical incumbency and more political-economic in nature given 

its close relationship to the power of the state and capital. This fuller understanding of the bases 

and exercise of power goes beyond the analysis of specific and disparate business strategies 

whose overall political effects are currently under-theorised and where the power relations, of 

which re-orientations in corporate strategy are just one component, continue to be obscured. 

To understand this process and to further enhance the conceptualisation of power in 

sustainability transitions, this paper applies a neo-Gramscian lens to the multi-level perspective 

(MLP). The lens applied is comprised of multiple interrelated neo-Gramscian concepts, 

including hegemony, historical bloc, integral state, war of position, passive revolution, and 

trasformismo, whose contributions we describe in turn, specifically in relation to the question 

of regime stability and change. 

Hegemony is applied to the notion of a socio-technical regime to connect powerful groups of 

actors with dominant ways of realising societal functions. The concepts of ‘historical bloc’ and 

‘integral state’ meanwhile are applied to identify a broader range of relevant regime actors, 

including policymakers and civil society organisations, who play a key role in maintaining 

hegemony. War of position is applied to understand the resistance of regime firms and their 

industry organisations to niche developments and supportive government policy. Passive 

revolution and trasformismo are applied to develop an understanding of accommodation of 

niche developments by incumbent firms and their industry organisations while controlling the 

direction and pace of transitions. 

Scholars have applied a number of these neo-Gramscian concepts to specific aspects of the 

MLP, but few have applied them all in an integrated fashion or beyond European contexts 

[10,13-15]. We illustrate the insights to be gained from applying these concepts with reference 

to examples of energy transitions, though they can and have been applied to other sustainability 

transitions. Section 2 firstly establishes the gap in the literature which we are seeking to address 

with this perspective. Section 3 outlines the concept of hegemony and its relevance to socio-

technical regimes. The concepts of historical bloc and integral state are outlined and applied in 

section 4. Section 5 outlines the concept of war of position to develop the notion of regime 

resistance, while the concepts of passive revolution and trasformismo are outlined in section 6 

to develop the notion of regime accommodation. Section 7 concludes with a summary of the 

contributions neo-Gramscian concepts can make to an understanding of power and politics in 

sustainability transitions. 
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2 Toward a deeper account of power in regimes 

We have noted already increasing attention among transition scholars to questions of power, 

politics and governance. In the last decade or so, studies of politics and power in transitions 

have proliferated [16,17] in response to earlier critiques of the neglect of power in research on 

sustainability transitions [4,18,19]. Early work on the MLP incorporated a conception of power 

in which individual and collective actors with “conflicting goals and interests” bring about 

change through “conflicts, power struggles, contestations, lobbying, coalition building and 

bargaining” [20], but fell short of providing the theoretical resources to advance such an 

account. In order to understand the politics of sustainability transitions, scholars have instead 

focused on explaining specific strategies and effects of power on the policy making process. 

To do this they have drawn on a range of policy process theories such as advocacy coalitions 

theory [21], a policy networks approach [22,23], a political coalitions framework [24-26], 

historical institutionalism [16,27] and discursive politics [28-30]. These bodies of work seek 

to account for the policy process (the role of coalitions and networks, feedbacks); in other 

words how policy is made (or networks form around a particular discourse, for example). The 

emphasis is more on specific manifestations (feedbacks) or strategies of power (coalitions and 

networks) than explaining the basis and (deeper) nature of incumbent power per se and regime 

resistance in particular: how, in spite of different policy styles, policy arenas, varieties of 

capitalism and so on, common power dynamics are discernible that warrant the type of 

conceptualisation we propose here. 

Typologies of power have been developed including Avelino’s ‘horizontal’ power typology 

[31] which contrasts with Grin’s more ‘vertical’ conception [32]. Vertical power typologies 

that distinguish between actors, structures and systems and locate power mostly at the higher 

levels of structures and systems are criticised for privileging the power of regimes over niches 

and thereby privileging stability over change. Consolidating earlier work [33-35], Avelino [31] 

outlines a horizontal power typology that focuses on the types of power exercised by different 

types of actors. Niche actors exercise innovative power, based on their capacity to invent and 

create new resources. Regime actors exercise reinforcive power by reinforcing and reproducing 

existing institutions and structures. Niche-regime actors exercise transformative power by 

inventing and develop new institutions and structures. 

This is where an account informed by insights from neo-Gramscian scholarship can improve 

upon our understanding of processes of regime resistance and change. Incorporating insights 
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from critical political economy, Geels [10] conceptualises relations between policymakers and 

incumbent firms as an alliance at the regime level, which often resists significant change. In 

doing so he draws on the neo-Gramscian political economy framework developed by Levy and 

Newell [36]. This framework suggests the alliance between policymakers and incumbent firms 

can become dominant or hegemonic when it is legitimated by civil society.  We welcome the 

turn in transition scholarship toward a deeper understanding of regime resistance [16,37-44] 

and seek here to offer a more historical and material account of the basis of incumbent power 

as it is expressed in particular strategies of resistance to and accommodation of change. 

In addition to an account of regime resistance, a neo-Gramscian perspective facilitates analysis 

of regime accommodation, or what Gramsci referred to as passive revolution and 

‘trasformismo’ [11]. As a transition framework, the MLP acknowledges the ability of 

incumbent firms to change and adapt to developments in science, technology, industry, 

markets, regulation and culture [20]. Transition scholars acknowledge “a power relation” 

influencing how niche practices are “interpreted, adapted and accommodated within the 

incumbent regime” [45] and maintain that the framework allows “room for conflict and power 

struggles” [46]. But such acknowledgements and allowances do not, in our view, amount to a 

sufficient conceptualisation of the forms of power at work in regime resistance and 

accommodation. We aim to extend understanding of these conflicts and struggles in transitions 

by providing a more theoretical account informed by multiple neo-Gramscian concepts. 

In doing so we aim to go beyond a narrower focus on the 'selective translation' of niche concepts 

into existing regimes [45] as well as scholarship focussed on the reorientation of business 

strategies [47-48]. While usefully embellishing our understanding of the nature and evolution 

of pressures on industries and their responses to them, the fact that incumbent actors may 

reorient towards incremental and even radical niche-innovations [46] does not amount to a shift 

in the basis of their power. Our understanding of incumbency in this sense builds on a relational 

understanding of how incumbent firms relate to the state [5], other firms and fractions of 

capital, and civil society. 

From a neo-Gramscian perspective, civil society plays an important role in (re)producing the 

legitimacy of a particular set of interests as the general interest [50]. Given its relative 

autonomy from industry and government, civil society is a key site of political contestation. 

Consequently, hegemony is contingent and unstable suggesting agency and strategy can 

challenge dominant actors with greater resources [36]. Such a perspective goes some way to 
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addressing Avelino’s [31] concern that vertical power typologies underestimate and undervalue 

the agency of niche industry actors and their civil society supporters. 

In accounting for regime resistance, some studies have focused specifically on the discursive 

strategy of incumbents [39,44]. While these papers improve our understanding of discursive 

power and its exercise by incumbents, they offer only a partial understanding of regime stability 

and change which rest on other forms of power too. Ting & Byrne [41] develop the concept of 

a rule selection environment to explore regime resistance and stability. In this environment, 

material, political, cultural and social filters determine the selection of technologies and 

practices. How these filters shape and are shaped by regime actors remains underdeveloped. 

The paper also classifies rule selection strategies as regime-resistance or niche-challenge, 

thereby simplifying niche-regime interactions [30,45] and overlooking strategies of regime 

accommodation. Rather than focus on the role of incumbent firms, Huang & Chen [42] focus 

on the role of government and civil society organisations in regime resistance, making an 

empirical contribution that broadens understanding of Taiwan’s energy transition. From our 

perspective, the paper’s focus resonates with Gramsci’s notion of the integral state and 

highlights the role of civil society organisations in a constantly unfolding war of position. 

In the following sections, we seek to build on and move beyond these useful but discrete 

contributions by developing a more historical, material and structural account of the multiple 

bases of regime stability and change. We do so by exploring the application of the neo-

Gramscian concepts outlined in Table 1 and elucidated in sections 3 to 6. 
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Table 1 

Summary of neo-Gramscian concepts and their application to the MLP 

Neo-Gramscian concept Application to MLP Energy-related examples 

Hegemony: combining 

elements of coercion and 

consent, hegemony 

describes “the persistence 

of social and economic 

structures that 

systematically advantage 

certain groups” [36]. 

Regime: established 

practices and 

associated rules 

shaping dominant 

ways of meeting 

societal needs that 

systematically 

advantage certain 

groups. 

- Legal, institutional and economic frameworks that 

consistently benefit regime actors, such as: regulatory 

barriers to the generation, transmission, distribution and 

retail of electricity; privileged access of incumbent 

firms to politicians, civil servants and policy making 

processes; tax breaks, subsidies and procurement 

processes that favour and support incumbent firms; and 

support given to fossil fuel interests by international 

institutions. 

- Hegemony may be supported by the use of force 

where necessary to contain protests internally and 

secure energy supplies externally. 

- E.g. global oil hegemony. 

Historical bloc:  Describes 

the group of actors in a 

hegemonic position. 

Regime actors: 

incumbent firms, 

governments and civil 

society organisations 

that maintain the status 

quo. 

- Firms producing, distributing and/or retailing fossil 

fuels and/or fossil fuel fired electricity and their 

respective industry organisations together with 

ministers, advisors, civil servants in relevant 

government departments, and civil society 

organisations that maintain support for the energy 

regime. 

- E.g. Minerals Energy Complex in South Africa. 

Integral state:  

political society 

(executive, legislative, 

judiciary, army) and civil 

society (media, schools, 

faith-based organisations, 

political parties, unions, 

non-government 

organisations, etc.). 

Regime actors: 

express 

acknowledgement and 

consideration of the 

role of civil society 

actors in maintaining 

(and challenging) a 

socio-technical regime. 

- Establishment of fake green organisations by fossil 

fuel interests. 

- Climate sceptic organisations targeting churches in 

the US. 

- Schools being mobilised by climate protestors as part 

of the school strike for climate movement. 

War of position:  

a process of social 

contestation in which 

different groups coordinate 

multiple sources of power 

to win allies and gain 

influence. 

Resistance: 

regime actors 

coordinating multiple 

forms of power to 

inhibit change in a 

socio-technical regime. 

- Oil and coal companies building alliances with 

contrarian scientists and conservative think tanks to 

challenge the scientific consensus on climate change. 

- Fossil fuel fired electricity generators lobbying 

against government initiatives that support the 

development of renewable energy industries and/or the 

installation of renewable energy technologies. 

- E.g. gas industry in Europe. 

Passive revolution: 

ways in which dominant 

groups accommodate 

pressure from contenders 

to their position. 

Accommodation: 

regime actors 

coordinating multiple 

forms of power to 

facilitate change in a 

socio-technical regime 

to appease other social 

groups while retaining 

a dominant position. 

- Governments introducing initiatives (however 

temporary or inconsistent) to support the development 

of renewable energy industries and/or the installation of 

renewable energy technologies. 

- Energy companies with investments in fossil fuel fired 

electricity generation facilities owning and operating 

renewable energy generation and/or storage facilities to 

control the pace and direction of transition. 

- E.g. oil majors with investments in renewable energy. 

Trasformismo: 

process by which 

potentially counter-

hegemonic ideas and 

activities are neutralised by 

being brought within 

hegemonic frameworks. 

Source: Authors 
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 3 Hegemony and socio-technical regimes 

A neo-Gramscian concept of hegemony can work with the MLP notion of a socio technical 

regime to deepen our analysis of power in sustainability transitions. Hegemony refers to “the 

persistence of specific social and economic structures that systematically advantage certain 

groups” [36]. Socio-technical regimes refer to “the locus of established practices and associated 

rules that enable and constrain incumbent actors in relation to existing [socio-technical] 

systems” [10]. While the concept of hegemony focuses on dominant structures, ideas and 

groups, the concept of a socio-technical regime focuses on the predominant way of meeting a 

particular societal need [51]. These concepts intersect and inform each other when examining 

how a dominant group consistently benefits from and (re)produces a predominant way of 

meeting a societal need. 

Combinations of coercion and consent are employed in sustaining hegemony, but in Gramscian 

terms, emphasis is placed on the latter. While the role of the military is neglected in 

sustainability transitions literature, it is of course a key component of state power [5,52] and a 

key shaper of energy trajectories: both with a large carbon ‘boot print’ [53] and central to states 

abilities to secure energy resources overseas. Within the international system, scholars of 

International Relations have referred, for example, to ‘oil hegemony’ [54]: the projection of oil 

industry interests through state power including the resort to war to acquire or secure access to 

resources critical to energy regimes. Here though, while acknowledging the constitutive role 

of force in enabling and stabilising regimes, we focus on the exercise of material, institutional 

and discursive power to build and maintain the consent necessary for hegemony [36,55,56]. 

Firstly, material power derives from control over production and finance, and contributions to 

core state imperatives around economic growth which confer structural power upon those 

actors able to generate and reproduce the conditions for capital accumulation. It may be 

exercised through the deployment of physical, human and financial resources and the provision 

of essential goods and services, employment of personnel and contributions to state revenue, 

principally through taxation. Structural power is often a function of the contribution of a sector 

to securing economic growth, which in the case of energy industries has allowed them to claim 

that their interests represent those of ‘capital-in-general’ rather than a specific fraction of 

capital since all other sectors of the economy rely on the provision of affordable energy for 

their operations which thus far has implied an extensive role for fossil fuels [57]. That power 

can be leveraged, as it has been many times by mobile international capital in the face of carbon 
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taxes or ambitious emission reduction targets, through threats of capital flight and carbon 

leakage. The threat businesses raise is that stringent decarbonisation measures in one 

jurisdiction will force energy firms to relocate elsewhere, though the extent to which this threat 

can be meaningfully invoked varies of course. The structural power of electricity generators 

and network operators lies less in capital flight and more in their ability to deliver cheap 

electricity, keeping prices low and the economy competitive which aligns their interests clearly 

with broader state goals. 

Secondly, institutional power is conferred because of this material power and may be exercised 

formally through access to key decision-making bodies and processes and informally through 

industry events, professional networks and personnel exchange via secondments and revolving 

doors. Significant material resources can be drawn upon to help secure access and influence. 

In the US, fossil fuel political giving is significant. During the 2017-18 midterm election cycle 

alone, fossil fuel interests donated at least USD $93.4 million to federal candidates, parties, 

and outside groups [58]. The ties run both ways. In December 2019, Kotch [59] reports 134 

members of Congress and their spouses had between $33.3 and $92.7 million invested in oil, 

gas and coal stocks. 

Thirdly, discursive power is used to build consent for hegemonic projects and may be exercised 

directly through public relations activities, advertising and media engagements and indirectly 

through media and civil society organisations. Through significant PR budgets, media 

advertising, and social media [60], incumbent firms attempt to shape the contours of public and 

political discussion around energy futures. For oil majors, expenditure on issue framing and 

claim-making often exceeds expenditure on alternatives to fossil fuels. Over the last 30 years, 

five major oil companies have spent at least USD $3.6 billion on advertisements alone in order 

to ‘control the conversation’ on climate change [61]. Similarly, the gas industry has invested 

heavily in a marketing strategy which seeks to position gas as an essential component of a  

climate mitigation strategy that provides a ‘bridge’ from fossil fuels to renewables in the power 

sector [62]. As a function of the material power they can mobilise, their privileged institutional 

access, and discursive power to shape and frame responses to an issue, a neo-Gramscian 

analysis provides a fuller account of why some actors are more influential than others. 

The concept of hegemony has been explored at different geographical scales (commonly 

national and global) and within different industry sectors [e.g. 63]. Here we suggest that socio-

technical regimes can be understood as industry or sector-based hegemonies nested within 
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broader hegemonies that underpin the organisation of the economy. Some neo-Gramscian 

scholars have examined specific industries and developed understandings of hegemony within 

them. For example, hegemony in the agricultural biotechnology industry has been examined in 

countries as diverse as Argentina and Uganda, where high levels of state dependence on 

intensive agricultural production are prevalent, using the concept of bio-hegemony [56,64]. 

Similarly, aspects of hegemony in the electricity industry have been examined by sustainability 

transition scholars in the United Kingdom [10], European Union [14] and Australia [15], while 

McDonald [65] refers more broadly to ‘electric capitalism’ as the regime that governs 

electricity in South Africa. Most recently a neo-Gramscian approach has been developed to 

help conceptualise elements of a ‘just transition’ [66]. Gramscian approaches explore how the 

alignment of different forms of material, institutional and discursive power sustain a coalition 

of forces that benefit from the prevailing model of electricity generation and supply. Hegemony 

in the electricity industry is manifest in systematic and high levels of support for the dominant 

system of production and distribution, and the successful deflection of challenges to the 

viability and desirability of prevalent business models. 

Support for the dominant system can be seen in legal, institutional and economic frameworks 

that consistently benefit electricity regime actors. Legal frameworks may present regulatory 

barriers to the generation, transmission, distribution and retail of electricity. In some countries 

and sub-national jurisdictions, governments own and operate electricity supply systems while 

in other jurisdictions electricity sectors are partly or wholly privatised. Even in privatised 

jurisdictions, however, electricity firms are subject to significant regulation.  

Institutional frameworks can benefit incumbent firms through privileged access to politicians, 

civil servants and policy making processes. In Australia, for example, formal access via 

government invitations and firm requests and informal access via industry events, professional 

networks and personnel exchange enabled incumbent firms to lobby policymakers against 

policies supporting the installation of residential solar systems [15]. Privileged access to senior 

politicians is also enabled by frameworks that permit donations to political parties, especially 

when such frameworks are weak on disclosure requirements. 

Economic frameworks such as tax breaks, subsidies and procurement processes also favour 

and support incumbent electricity firms. As Baker et al [13] show in South Africa, a renewable 

energy procurement programme operated by an incumbent utility effectively controlled 

competitors’ market access. Research and development grants may also support incumbents. 
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From 2003 to 2017, for example, the Australian Government committed over AUD $3.5 billion 

and actually distributed over $1.3 billion of taxpayers’ money towards a wide range of carbon 

capture and storage projects, initiatives and programs in an effort to reduce emissions from 

burning fossil fuels [67]. Even though these R&D activities failed to demonstrate viability at 

scale, the effect was to bolster the legitimacy of fossil fuel incumbents in addressing climate 

change and divert resources away from R&D on niche renewable energy technologies. 

Conversely, sustained successful challenges by counter-movements in institutional and cultural 

spaces and spheres, and fragmentation and weakening of the material base of incumbents may 

be manifestations of a decline in hegemony. Multiple interrelated trends suggest the hegemony 

of fossil fuel-fired electricity is starting to be eroded. The first trend is increasing recognition 

that power stations, coal mines and oil and gas fields will lose value when carbon emission 

reduction targets curtail their operations. How to manage these ‘stranded assets’ in a carbon 

constrained future has become a concern of academics, economists, financiers, lawyers and 

public policymakers [68]. 

A second trend is increasing divestiture of fossil fuel assets by sovereign wealth funds, banks, 

asset managers, insurance firms, pension funds and others. According to the environmental 

organisation 350.org, cumulative fossil fuel divestment has increased over 21,000 percent from 

USD $52 billion in 2014 to over $11 trillion in 2019 [69]. 

A third trend is increasing recognition of the legal obligations of governments and businesses 

to take appropriate action with respect to climate change. In 2019, the Supreme Court of the 

Netherlands upheld a ruling that the Dutch Government be required to meet an emissions 

reduction goal of 25% from 1990 levels by 2020, affirming that the reductions were necessary 

to protect human rights [70]. In Australia, senior barristers have opined that a director’s duty 

to act in the best interests of a company includes considering relevant climate-related risks [71]. 

While no Australian court has decided this matter to date, the settlement of a lawsuit against 

the AUD $57 billion Rest superannuation fund suggests acceptance that pension funds in 

Australia have a duty to identify, manage and disclose risks related to climate change [72]. 

A fourth trend is increasing reluctance of banks to lend money for new fossil fuel projects. In 

Australia, one of the ‘Big 4’ banks has refused to lend money to any new corporate customers 

with coal exposures of more than 10%, and by 2030 will only finance gas and renewables [73]. 

More ambitiously, the European Investment Bank has committed to phase out its multi-billion 
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euro financing of fossil fuel projects after 2021, putting it on track to be the first multilateral 

lender to cease funding oil, gas and coal projects [74]. 

A fifth trend is increasing corporate commitments to 100% renewable energy. RE100 is a 

global initiative bringing together some of the world's most influential businesses who are 

committed to 100% renewable electricity. With over 260 members, their combined electricity 

demand exceeds 280 TWh pa, which is enough to power a medium sized country [75]. In 

Australia, companies committed to sourcing 100% of their electricity from renewable sources 

now represent almost a quarter of the value of the Australian Stock Exchange [76]. 

A sixth trend is other fractions of capital entering the energy industry. In November 2020, 

Fortescue Metals, one of the largest iron ore producers in the world, announced plans to build 

more than 235 GW of renewable energy generation capacity to become a global supplier of 

green energy and hydrogen whose energy output would rival oil giants Chevron and Total [77]. 

As these trends suggest, hegemony is rarely complete and needs to be reinforced by incumbent 

actors in the face of threats from economic competitors and broader counter-hegemonic forces 

in civil society contesting the social license of fossil fuel majors to operate. Hegemonic stability 

is the product of an ongoing process of social contestation and conciliation simultaneously 

resisting and accommodating pressures for reform and transition. The dynamics of hegemony 

are explored further in sections 5 and 6 below to illuminate their contribution to an 

understanding of power and politics in sustainable energy transitions. But first we consider 

neo-Gramscian concepts that help identify relevant actors in energy transitions and their 

relations to each other. 

4 Historical bloc, integral state and regime actors 

While transition scholars recognise that incumbent firms, policymakers and civil society 

organisations are relevant actors in energy transitions (e.g. Geels 2014, Kern & Rogge 2018, 

Smith 2012), understandings of power and politics in the MLP may be advanced by exploring 

their interrelations. Two neo-Gramscian concepts that contribute in this regard are historical 

bloc and integral state. Indeed, Geels [10] draws on the historical bloc concept to suggest that 

a core alliance between incumbent firms and policymakers based on mutual dependencies often 

forms at the regime level and resists significant change. Though other meanings can be ascribed 

to the term, Gramsci used the notion of an historical bloc to describe “the group of actors in a 

hegemonic position” [78]. These actors include not only governments and incumbent firms but 
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also supportive civil society organisations. As Levy and Egan [50] suggest, the means 

employed by actors in an historical bloc to support their position include “the coercive and 

bureaucratic authority of the state, dominance in the economic realm, and the consensual 

legitimacy of civil society.” These means are employed to secure preferred policy ends and 

delimit the range of viable policy options to those supportive of actors that are part of the 

historical bloc.  

The term ‘fossil fuel historical bloc’ has been used to refer to actors that systematically benefit 

from carbon-dependent economic growth, including governments and fossil fuel corporations 

[78]. While Lockwood et al [37] suggest that the concept of an historical bloc needs to be 

unpacked to allow “for divergences of interest amongst actors within energy regimes” we note 

that such blocs are dynamic and not static and challenges to hegemony, of the sort listed above, 

can magnify fractures and intensify divergence amongst members of the bloc. With respect to 

the issue of scale, the historical bloc concept may be applied at international, national and/or 

sub-national scales, although care is required in non-Western contexts where notions of 

political and civil society may be different. Empirically, the delineation of a bloc at a smaller 

scale makes data collection and analysis more achievable and enables the identification of local 

variations that may help develop theory. 

Gramsci’s conception of the integral state, which balances coercion and consent [79], 

encompasses the apparatuses of government (executive, legislative, judiciary, military) and the 

various private institutions and organisations that make up civil society (school, press, church, 

party, union, association) [80]. In other words, integral state = political society + civil society. 

While Gramsci distinguishes political and civil society, his conception of the integral state sees 

them intertwined in practice. This recognition avoids two forms of reductionism. The first 

seeing everything in society as belonging to the state and serving its interests. The second 

seeing civil society as a free realm entirely apart from the state [80]. 

Civil society plays an important role in (re)producing the legitimacy of a particular set of 

interests as the general interest [50] and is a key site of political contestation. Consequently, 

hegemony is contingent and unstable, suggesting agency and strategy can be deployed to 

challenge or occasionally outmanoeuvre dominant actors with greater resources [36]. Such a 

perspective goes some way to addressing Avelino’s [31] concern that vertical power typologies 

underestimate and undervalue the agency of niche industry actors and their civil society 

supporters. 
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Avelino and Wittmayer [81] suggest transition scholars tend to use ‘civil society’ as catch-all 

phrase for everything that is not government or market, and to associate niches with civil 

society. To address their first concern, they distinguish the formal third sector (comprised of 

non-government, not-for-profit organisations) from the informal community sector (comprised 

of households, families, friends and neighbours). To address their second concern, a neo-

Gramscian perspective offers a more nuanced account of the role of civil society in sustaining 

hegemony. Neo-Gramscian scholarship conceives of civil society as a network of educational, 

religious and media organisations, trade unions, and other voluntary associations that 

individually and collectively maintain public support for the existing social order or generate 

public support for a new social order [36,55,82]. In this conception, civil society organisations 

may align with regime or niche industry actors. From a neo-Gramscian perspective, hegemony 

is established and maintained with a significant measure of civil society support. Similarly, it 

is suggested that socio-technical regimes are established and maintained by support from civil 

society organisations. Political contestation increases when civil society organisations align 

with niche actors to improve sustainability outcomes and drive change in socio-technical 

systems. Though their role has been understated in the study of energy transitions, there is an 

increasing recognition of the importance of civil society actors in debates about social 

acceptance of technology, grassroots innovation [83-85] and in lobbying around and co-

production of regulation [86]. 

In Gramscian terms, civil society actors form the outer trenches of the state and underscore the 

importance of cultural arenas of contestation. Civil society organisations, such as churches, 

schools and the media are often conservative and system-preserving in nature, as opposed to 

counter-hegemonic resistance movements. It is not a coincidence that faith-based organisations 

and schools have formed key battlegrounds in struggles around climate change, with climate 

sceptic organisations targeting churches in the US, and schools being mobilised by climate 

protestors as part of the school strike for climate movement. Non-government organisations 

can also be conservative. Some market-oriented NGOs, for example, have played a key role in 

supporting carbon trading as a preferred solution to climate change over regulation and other 

options [87,88]. When applied to the MLP, Gramsci’s conceptions of historical bloc and 

integral state include incumbent firms, policymakers and civil society organisations as key 

regime actors and explicate ways in which these actors work together to maintain the status 

quo, while acknowledging potential for counter-hegemonic challenge. 
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5 War of position and regime resistance 

The idea of a ‘war of position’ can work with the MLP notion of regime resistance [10] to 

address issues of power in sustainability transitions. Conceptually, Gramsci [89] used the term 

war of position to describe counter-hegemonic moves in which subordinate groups coordinate 

multiple sources of power to win allies and gain influence. As neo-Gramscian scholars 

acknowledge, a similar strategy may be used by dominant groups to maintain hegemony 

[36,50]. In this way, a war of position can be seen as an “endlessly unfolding” process of social 

contestation [50]. Drawing on this neo-Gramscian scholarship, Geels [10] incorporates the 

notion of resistance into the MLP, to outline how UK electricity regime actors exercised 

different forms of power to resist low carbon transitions. In essence, Geels outlines how regime 

actors waged a neo-Gramscian war of position. Drawing on this approach, regime resistance 

may be defined as incumbent actors coordinating multiple forms of power to inhibit change in 

a socio-technical regime. Resistance is realised through the exercise of material, institutional 

and discursive power [15,56] as described above. 

Incumbent firms and their industry organisations may exercise different forms of power in 

different combinations to execute different strategies of resistance, including alliance building, 

issue framing and lobbying [15]. From a Gramscian perspective, civil society is a key site of 

political contestation in which hegemonic and counter-hegemonic forces seek to garner support 

and establish consensual legitimacy. For incumbent firms and their industry organisations, 

developing alliances with civil society organisations is a strategy of resistance. As Levy and 

Newell [36] suggest, “companies build issue-specific coalitions that cross sectoral and 

geographic boundaries and reach into civil society”. In addition to alliances with genuine civil 

society organisations, fossil fuel companies have created fake green ‘astro-turf’ organisations. 

With benign and innocuous sounding names, such as the Information Council for the 

Environment and the Global Warming Policy Foundation, these civil society organisations 

generate the appearance of greater civil society support for their positions than is actually the 

case. To this end, some have organised protests against environmental protection measures 

largely attended by employees of member companies [90]. 

Constructing and promulgating issue frames is another key strategy of resistance, whereby 

actors construct or adopt issue frames that advance their perspective promoting them in public 

arenas in order to shape the opinions of others and generate wider support for their view or 

proposal [36]. Fossil fuel companies, for example, have framed global warming in less 
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alarming ways (such as the more innocuous term ‘global change’) and used fake green 

organisations to disseminate issue frames that generate confusion and uncertainty about the 

science of climate change [91-93]. Organisations such as the Global Warming Policy 

Foundation have been successful in gaining regular access to mainstream media, such as the 

BBC in the UK, despite representing a minority and widely discredited view on the climate 

consensus. 

Lobbying against state policies that support niche development is a third strategy of regime 

resistance. In the European Union, Nelsen [68] reports that from 2011-2013, oil and gas 

interests “successfully undermined EU renewable energy targets and subsidies in favour of 

gas”. Papers obtained by the Guardian newspaper show that the heads of 14 companies 

including Total, Dow, BASF and ArcelorMittal lobbied José Manuel Barroso, then head of the 

European Commission, claiming that the cost of renewable energy subsidies could not be borne 

by their companies. Instead, they called for increased production of European sources of shale 

gas, a position echoed by the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (IOGP) and 

other industry associations. Revealingly, the main trade association, Eurogas, was described 

by EU officials as “aligned to the EU climate targets and milestones and aims” in an internal 

policy brief written for then climate commissioner Connie Hedegaard, who at a subsequent 

industry conference described natural gas as “an indispensable component” of Europe’s energy 

strategy [94]. In another example of a strategy of rolling back support to niche competitors, 

lobbyists for ExxonMobil pressed for the EU Commission to remove the EU’s strict CO2 

emission standards for internal combustion engines in an effort to delay the advance of electric 

vehicles [95]. Regime firms also lobby against state policies that respond to ‘landscape’ 

pressures [51], such as climate change. In the US, $2 billion was spent lobbying Congress on 

climate legislation between 2000 and 2016. The overwhelming majority of this expenditure 

came from sectors supplying and consuming fossil fuels, dwarfing renewable energy sector 

and environmental organisation lobbying expenditures by a ratio of 10:1 [96]. 

Indeed, the more incumbent power is threatened, the more resources are committed to propping 

it up. As the prospect of more ambitious and meaningful policy change increases in light of the 

Paris Agreement and IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C [97], which calls for 

transformative systemic change, so resistance efforts intensify.  Donations from fossil fuel 

companies to political parties have increased significantly in recent years as the pressure for 

climate action mounts. In 2020, an Australian Conservation Foundation report [98] showed 

that fossil fuel interests in Australia had doubled donations to the major political parties over 
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the previous four years with the coal, oil and gas industry giving AUD $1.9m in 2018-19 [99]. 

Meanwhile in Brussels, Corporate Europe Observatory and others [100] exposed the level of 

corporate penetration of climate policymaking. Since 2010, fossil fuel corporations and their 

industry organisations have spent at least EUR €250 million “buying influence at the heart of 

European decision-making” [49]. In addition to increased political donations and lobbying 

activities, discursive strategies also change as incumbents perceive threats posed by 

challengers. As Lee and Hess [39] observe in the case of distributed solar energy in the US 

electricity sector, the volume of framing activity, and divergence of issue frames between 

incumbents and challengers, increases as contention grows. 

6 Passive revolution, trasformismo and regime accommodation 

Passive revolution and trasformismo can be included in a notion of accommodation to 

complement the notion of resistance and further explore issues of power in sustainability 

transitions. Accommodation is a key component of hegemony. As Levy and Egan [50] explain, 

“hegemony rests on a broad base of consent, which relies on coalitions and compromises that 

provide a measure of political and material accommodation with other social groups, and on 

ideologies that convey a mutuality of interests.” When referring to forms and processes of 

accommodation, Gramsci [89] used the terms passive revolution and trasformismo. Here each 

term and its application in sustainability transitions scholarship is outlined before an 

encompassing notion of accommodation is proposed. This notion of accommodation 

complements Geels’ [10] notion of resistance in the MLP. 

Broadly speaking, passive revolution refers to “reformist changes adopted by dominant groups 

to accommodate pressure from challengers” [101]. However, Gramsci used the term in 

different ways to explain distinct historical developments, thus prompting Morton to describe 

passive revolution as a “portmanteau concept that reveals continuities and changes within the 

order of capital” [102]. Haas [14] applies a broad conception of passive revolution in his study 

of contemporary energy politics in the European Union, suggesting that passive revolution 

occurs when the ruling class adopts claims of the subaltern to stabilize power relations, noting 

that adoption is often partial. Haas identifies five strategies used by transnational fossil fuel 

and nuclear energy corporations in an attempted passive revolution that sought to slow 

Europe’s energy transition and maintain dominance in Europe’s electricity regime. The first of 

these strategies was to narrow environmental discourse in energy policy from sustainable 

development to energy decarbonisation. The second was to discredit and discourage the 
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introduction of feed-in tariffs by national governments. The third strategy was to propagate the 

view that investment in expensive and non-competitive renewables hinders economic growth. 

The fourth was to effectively takeover Europe’s leading renewable energy industry 

associations. The final strategy was to restructure incumbent firms to protect traditional 

business models while positioning for new opportunities in renewables. 

Trasformismo, meanwhile, involves “incorporating potentially threatening leaders, alternative 

programs, and ideas” until key differences are dissolved according to Morton [103].  Similarly, 

Bates [104] suggests “trasformismo refers to the political process by which potentially counter-

hegemonic ideas and activities are adapted and absorbed into hegemonic frameworks for 

action, particularly during periods of hegemonic fragility”. 

Bridging neo-Gramscian and sustainability transitions scholarship, Newell [11] uses the term 

trasformismo to refer to the ability of incumbent actors to “accommodate pressures for more 

radical and disruptive change and to employ combinations of material, institutional and 

discursive power to ensure that shifts which do occur in socio-technical configurations do not 

disrupt prevailing social relations and distributions of political power”. Such a broad 

conception of trasformismo brings it close to Gramsci’s notion of passive revolution. The 

concepts passive revolution and trasformismo are similar but not the same. While Gramsci [89] 

perceived trasformismo as a historical form of passive revolution, Gramscian scholars have 

described trasformismo as a strategy, tactic or technique of passive revolution [103,105,106]. 

In addition, Paterson [107] suggests passive revolution “highlights the absence of popular 

participation” while trasformismo highlights “a deliberate strategy to prevent popular 

participation” and to maintain elite control. 

Drawing on Gramsci’s work, Levy and Newell [36] refer to this process or dynamic as 

accommodation. Here it is suggested that accommodation involves hegemonic actors securing 

the acquiescence of key social groups to maintain market and political dominance. Applying 

this conception to the MLP, accommodation involves incumbent actors coordinating multiple 

forms of power to facilitate change in a socio-technical regime to appease other social groups 

while retaining a dominant position. For example, Newell [88] shows how in the wake of the 

scandals engulfing global carbon markets which threatened their profitability, a high-level 

‘policy dialogue’ was launched, overseen by a panel of ‘independent’ experts to which 

evidence and testimony could be submitted. Amid attempts to discredit ‘sub-altern’ evidence 

of human rights violations and a lack of additionality of most Clean Development Mechanism 
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(CDM) projects, what resulted was a series of calls for incremental reforms and better 

governance of markets aimed at pacifying critics while enabling business to continue and 

indeed expand as envisaged under the Paris agreement. 

Despite increasing calls for energy democracy and downward shifts of power over the system 

of electricity generation [108,109], dominant approaches to energy transition adopt a ‘plug and 

play’ approach by adding renewable energy sources to the grid rather than displacing fossil 

fuel sources [62,110]. This can leave control over low carbon pathways in the hands of 

dominant incumbent interests. As Baker et al [13] show in South Africa, a Minerals-Energy 

Complex operates to secure privileged institutional access in rule-making, control market 

access to competitors through procurement processes, and deploy financial and material power 

to manage risks and play the system to their advantage, while financial barriers exclude many 

smaller niche actors. 

In Australia, Ford [15] shows how incumbent electricity firms use accommodation strategies 

that include operating niche business units, joining niche industry organisations, and 

implementing niche support policies. Incumbent firms exercise material power when 

coordinating the physical, human and financial resources required to own and operate niche 

business units. This strategy helps incumbent firms secure their position in present and future 

markets while enabling them to demonstrate their involvement in sustainable solutions, thereby 

building operational and social legitimacy. This helps regime firms understand competing 

niche technologies, businesses and industries, enables them to offer more environmentally 

sustainable goods and services, and provides a way of hedging against rapid niche development 

[50,111]. 

As owners and operators of niche business units, incumbent firms may become members of 

niche industry organisations. Not only does this strategy of accommodation help incumbent 

firms gather niche industry intelligence, it also enables them to demonstrate their involvement 

in sustainable solutions and thereby build both their credibility with policymakers and their 

legitimacy in civil society. In Europe, however, Haas [14] found that incumbent firms achieved 

a takeover of leading renewable energy industry associations and used them to help “avoid 

ambitious targets and push back against FiTs [feed-in tariffs]”. In this way, the takeover of 

niche industry organisations by regime firms can be a strategy of resistance when their purpose 

is to ensure niche industry organisations echo issue frames and support lobbying efforts of 

dominant regime actors. 
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In the face of growing concern about the ability of an existing regime to meet societal needs, 

incumbent firms may make concessions in an effort to sustain the regime and their positions 

within it [36]. A third strategy of accommodation is to seek to control implementation of 

government policies that support the development or installation of niche technologies or 

practices.  

While the MLP explains government support for niche solutions as a response to landscape 

pressure and lobbying within the regime [27], a neo-Gramscian account provides a fuller 

account of the political dynamics of accommodation to help explain why governments 

introduce niche support policies. By making modest tweaks to the policy dimension, 

governments absorb pressure for change while maintaining the status quo. Through this lens, 

introducing niche support policies can be seen as a strategy of accommodation used by 

government to help stabilise a socio-technical regime. Even though incumbent firms may resist 

niche support policies, they ultimately benefit when such policies satisfy calls for change 

without significantly challenging their dominant position. By introducing niche support 

policies, governments stimulate investment in new industries bringing about a degree of 

diversification and help generate the economic growth that capitalist economies require.  

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a series of ways in which strategies of resistance and 

accommodation on the part of incumbent actors can be usefully understood by drawing on 

insights from neo-Gramscian scholarship. Firstly, accounts of energy transitions drawing on 

neo-Gramscian scholarship provide a deeper understanding of the ‘social’ and ‘political’ in 

studies of socio-technical transitions. They do this by understanding constellations of 

incumbent power as resting on deeper structures of political and material power that relate to 

the organisation of economies by and for elites. They help to embellish accounts of ‘social 

technical’ incumbency with a fuller account of the political and economic bases of incumbency 

and the expressions of social power which derive from this, expressed as hegemony. 

Secondly, a neo-Gramscian perspective contributes to discussions of ‘deep transitions’ [112] 

by looking at long wave economic and social trends grounded in capitalist development that 

shape the nature and contours of transitions across sectors. It embraces the historical orientation 

of key scholarship in transitions research [113-115], but enables scholars to read historical 

transitions and the prospects for future ones through a fuller appreciation of the social forces 

which shape and constrain alternative pathways to sustainability. 
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Thirdly, such a perspective provides  more global and multi-sited accounts of transition 

processes than the national focus of many transition processes [116] which seek to assess the 

prospects of disrupting and displacing dominant regimes and which narrow landscape factors 

to generic external pressures on regimes, rather than powerful material and ideological forces 

which constrain and enable transition pathways [117] and are often transnationally organised 

[118]. 

Transitions are complex and multi-dimensional phenomena, however, that require a plurality 

of theoretical perspectives to properly comprehend. The limits of Gramscian accounts lie in the 

close interrelationship between ideas of ‘war of position’, ‘hegemony’ and ‘trasformismo’, for 

example, such that the distinct analytical contribution of each concept may, at times, be hard 

to ascertain. For some transition scholars, they may also have less to say about the micro-

politics of technological innovation or niche management – or to debates about materialities as 

opposed to materialism which take seriously the ways in which the ‘nature’ of the energy 

source can reconfigure political possibilities [119,120]. 

Any approach which draws on scholarship with roots in different strands of Marxism risks 

falling prey to critiques that it takes a homogenizing view of the state and capital or that 

structures overly determine outcomes. To argue that one of the primary functions of the state 

in a capitalist society is to facilitate the conditions for capitalist accumulation still leaves plenty 

of scope, as we have shown here, for conflict and contestation amongst different actors over 

the means and appropriate strategies for achieving those goals through policy and technological 

innovation, for example. Likewise, recognising that incumbent actors can exercise material 

power and have privileged access to key arenas of decision-making does not mean that they do 

not have to compete with different fractions of capital and diverse business interests. But an 

account of why some regime actors are routinely successful in deflecting challenges to their 

position requires an explanation which goes beyond their use of coalitions and networks and 

deployment of specific discourses to excavate the layers of power upon which their privileged 

position rests. Hence, where policy concessions are made to niche actors and civil society 

actors, for example, these represent important incremental advances in the terrain of struggle, 

but should also be recognized as attempts to accommodate and deflect deeper threats to 

incumbent power. To clarify, the account we are proposing here should not be misread to imply 

that incumbent power can never be overturned: quite the opposite. Incumbents engage in 

strategies of resistance and accommodation precisely because political work is required to 

preserve and maintain that privileged position. Other scholarship drawing on a Gramscian 
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perspective has explored the potential for finance capital, for example, to disrupt the dominant 

position of fossil fuel industries through processes of creative destruction [11]; a dynamic 

which has characterised the historical evolution of capitalism. 

In addition, however, the benefit of Gramscian-inspired approaches, as opposed to other strands 

of Marxism, is precisely that they move beyond ‘econonism’ and reducing all change processes 

to questions of economic structure. As Newell [11] observes, Gramsci distinguished an 

“approach to showing how ideas and material conditions are always bound together, from a 

more reductionist ‘historical economism’ which reduces all explanations to the material 

sphere”. This openness to pluralism suggests scope to add and combine theories from different 

traditions in understanding continuity and change: processes of resistance and accommodation. 

The conceptual tools we have outlined here invite enquiry about how and when assemblages 

of material, institutional and discursive power can be disrupted and unsettled to bring about 

regime change and their precise constellation clearly takes different forms in different state-

society formations producing distinct energy pathways, such that is never a case of reading 

outcomes directly from structures using a neo-Gramscian approach. 

There is also scope to apply other Gramscian concepts which we not had the space to explore 

here, such as common sense and to explore the insights to be gained from integrating the role 

of ideology into transition studies. In addition to focussing on one state or country, future 

research could also explore comparative cases, examining regime resistance and 

accommodation across a number of states or countries in order to understand commonalities 

and differences in strategy and attentive to the ways in which strategies are internationally 

orchestrated. While the MLP offers an account of socio-technical change, it is less well suited 

to explaining continuity and change in political and economic systems (as opposed to socio-

technical ones). Most case studies in the literature on socio-technical transitions continue to 

focus on a shift in service provision (around energy, transport, or food, for example) and not 

deeper ruptures in political and economic power [121]. 

This is where insights from neo-Gramscian scholarship can add value. Critical political 

economy scholars may be reluctant to equate counter-hegemonic actors with niche actors, 

especially when sustainable energy transitions may simply replace carbon emitting 

technologies with non-carbon emitting technologies and leave capitalist relations of extraction 

and accumulation largely unchanged, as studies of ‘renewable extractivism’ have clearly 

shown [122,123]. But it remains important to understand fissures, fractures and moments when 
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regimes are subject to change and even overhaul that open up the possibilities of more 

transformational change in structures of ownership and relations of production [11]. The need 

to understand how landscape and niche developments “can lead to cracks, tensions and 

windows of opportunity” [124] underscores the value of insights from critical political 

economy about relevant actors and the ways they resist and accommodate energy transitions. 

This indeed, is the stated aim of much transitions research. 
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